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! Figure 13.8 Effect of feature set size on accuracy for multinomial and Bernoulli
models.
the end when we use all features. The reason is that the multinomial takes
the number of occurrences into account in parameter estimation and clas-
sification and therefore better exploits a larger number of features than the
Bernoulli model. Regardless of the differences between the two methods,
using a carefully selected subset of the features results in better effectiveness
than using all features.
13.5.2 χ2 Feature selection
Another popular feature selection method is χ2. In statistics, the χ2 test isχ2 FEATURE SELECTION
applied to test the independence of two events, where two events A and B are
defined to be independent if P(AB) = P(A)P(B) or, equivalently, P(A|B) =INDEPENDENCE
P(A) and P(B|A) = P(B). In feature selection, the two events are occurrence
of the term and occurrence of the class. We then rank terms with respect to
the following quantity:
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276 13 Text classification and Naive Bayes
where et and ec are defined as in Equation (13.16). N is the observed frequency
inD and E the expected frequency. For example, E11 is the expected frequency
of t and c occurring together in a document assuming that term and class are
independent.
! Example 13.4: We first compute E11 for the data in Example 13.3:
E11 = N× P(t)× P(c) = N× N11 + N10N ×
N11 + N01
N





where N is the total number of documents as before.
We compute the other Eetec in the same way:
epoultry = 1 epoultry = 0
eexport = 1 N11 = 49 E11 ≈ 6.6 N10 = 27,652 E10 ≈ 27,694.4
eexport = 0 N01 = 141 E01 ≈ 183.4 N00 = 774,106 E00 ≈ 774,063.6
Plugging these values into Equation (13.18), we get a X2 value of 284:







X2 is a measure of how much expected counts E and observed counts N
deviate from each other. A high value of X2 indicates that the hypothesis of
independence, which implies that expected and observed counts are similar,
is incorrect. In our example, X2 ≈ 284 > 10.83. Based on Table 13.6, we
can reject the hypothesis that poultry and export are independent with only a
0.001 chance of being wrong.8 Equivalently, we say that the outcome X2 ≈
284 > 10.83 is statistically significant at the 0.001 level. If the two events areSTATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE dependent, then the occurrence of the term makes the occurrence of the class
more likely (or less likely), so it should be helpful as a feature. This is the
rationale of χ2 feature selection.
An arithmetically simpler way of computing X2 is the following:
X2(D, t, c) =
(N11 + N10 + N01 + N00)× (N11N00− N10N01)2
(N11 + N01)× (N11 + N10)× (N10 + N00)× (N01 + N00)(13.19)
This is equivalent to Equation (13.18) (Exercise 13.14).
8. We can make this inference because, if the two events are independent, then X2 ∼ χ2, where
χ2 is the χ2 distribution. See, for example, Rice (2006).
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13.5 Feature selection 277
! Table 13.6 Critical values of the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom. For
example, if the two events are independent, then P(X2 > 6.63) < 0.01. So for X2 >
6.63 the assumption of independence can be rejected with 99% confidence.







2 as a feature selection method
From a statistical point of view, χ2 feature selection is problematic. For a
test with one degree of freedom, the so-called Yates correction should be
used (see Section 13.7), which makes it harder to reach statistical significance.
Also, whenever a statistical test is used multiple times, then the probability
of getting at least one error increases. If 1,000 hypotheses are rejected, each
with 0.05 error probability, then 0.05× 1000 = 50 calls of the test will be
wrong on average. However, in text classification it rarely matters whether a
few additional terms are added to the feature set or removed from it. Rather,
the relative importance of features is important. As long as χ2 feature selec-
tion only ranks features with r spect to their usefulness and is not used to
ake statements about statistical dependence or independence of variables,
we need not be overly concerned that it does not adhere strictly to statistical
theory.
13.5.3 Frequency-based feature selection
A third feature selection method is frequency-based feature selection, that is,
selecting the terms that are most common in the class. Frequency can be
either defined as document frequency (the number of documents in the class
c that contain the term t) or as collection frequency (the number of tokens of
t that occur in documents in c). Document frequency is more appropriate for
the Bernoulli model, collection frequency for the multinomial model.
Frequency-based feature selection selects some frequent terms that have
no specific information about the class, for example, the days of the week
(Monday, Tuesday, . . . ), which are frequent across classes in newswire text.
When many thousands of features are selected, then frequency-based fea-
ture selection often does well. Thus, if somewhat suboptimal accuracy is
acceptable, then frequency-based feature selection can be a good alternative
to more complex methods. However, Figure 13.8 is a case where frequency-
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! Figure 13.7 Features with high mutual information scores for six Reuters-RCV1
classes.
whether the document is in the class. As you might expect, keeping the in-
formative terms and eliminating the non-informative ones tends to reduce
noise and improve the classifier’s accuracy.
Such an accuracy increase can be observed in Figure 13.8, which shows
F1 as a function of vocabulary size after feature selection for Reuters-RCV1.7
Comparing F1 at 132,776 features (corresponding to selection of all features)
and at 10–100 features, we see that MI feature selection increases F1 by about
0.1 for the multinomial model and by more than 0.2 for the Bernoulli model.
For the Bernoulli model, F1 peaks early, at ten features selected. At that point,
the Bernoulli model is better than the multinomial model. When basing a
classification decision on only a few features, it is more robust to consider bi-
nary occurrence only. For the multinomial model (MI feature selection), the
peak occurs later, at 100 features, and its effectiveness recovers somewhat at
7. We trained the classifiers on the first 100,000 documents and computed F1 on the next 100,000.
The graphs are averages over five classes.
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install.packages("lsa"); library(lsa) # installa e importa LSA!
# creazione della matrice termini documenti tdm_ship_boat  
tdm_ship_boat = matrix(c(1,0,1,0,0,0,  0,1,0,0,0,0,  1,1,0,0,0,0, 1,0,0,1,1,0, 
0,0,0,1,0,1), nrow=5, ncol=6, byrow = TRUE, dimnames = list(c("ship", "boat", 
"ocean", "wood", "tree"), c("d1", "d2", "d3","d4","d5","d6")))!
# applicazione LSA con rango ridotto 2 a tdm_ship_boat:  
# genera 3 matrici: termini tk, autovalori sk, documenti dk    
tdm_ship_boat_lsa = lsa(tdm_ship_boat,2)!
# matrice dei termini tk scalata rispetto agli autovalori in sk per  
# posizionare i termini nel grafico termini e doc; %*% prodotto matriciale  
tdm_ship_boat_lsa_terms = tdm_ship_boat_lsa$tk %*% diag(tdm_ship_boat_lsa$sk)!
# matrice dei doc dk scalata rispetto agli autovalori in sk  
# per posizionare i doc nel grafico termini e doc  
tdm_ship_boat_lsa_docs = tdm_ship_boat_lsa$dk %*% diag(tdm_ship_boat_lsa$sk)!
# estrazione dei termini per aggiungerli nel grafico termini e doc in  
# corrispondenza alla loro posizione   
termNames_ship_boat = rownames(tdm_ship_boat)!
# estrazione dei nomi dei doc per aggiungere nel grafico in corrispondenza  







# grafico delle posizioni dei termini; pch indica la forma di ciascun punto,  
# xlim e ylim fissano l'intervallo degli assi  
plot(tdm_ship_boat_lsa_terms,pch=20,col="blue”,xlim=c(0.0, 1.6),ylim=c(-1,1))!
# aggiunge nel grafico i termini, cex dimensione del font, pos=1  
# posiziona il nome sotto il punto  
text(tdm_ship_boat_lsa_terms, labels=termNames_ship_boat, cex=0.8, pos=1)!
points(tdm_ship_boat_lsa_docs, pch=23, col="red") # aggiunge le posiz. dei doc !
# aggiunge al grafico i nomi dei doc  
text(tdm_ship_boat_lsa_docs, labels=docsNames_ship_boat, cex=0.8, pos=1!
# QUERY "ship ocean" nello spazio originale, i.e. matrice termini doc iniziale  
# generazione del vettore query q dallo spazio originale  
q = query("ship ocean", rownames(tdm_ship_boat))!
# similarità coseno tra q e il doc d2 nello spazio orignale; [,2]"colonna 2  
#     as.vector(q) converte q in vettore, il tipo dato richiesto da cosine()  
cosine(as.vector(q), as.vector(tdm_ship_boat[,2])) # restituisce 0.5!
# Stessa query, ma nella matrice termini doc ricostruita con LSA 
tdm_ship_boat_ricostruita = as.textmatrix(tdm_ship_boat_lsa)!
# trasforma q in un doc nella matrice ricostruita e ricalcola la similarità  






# trasforma la query q nel doc q2 appartenente a V = dk (q2 = Äx?B5cRF  
q2 = diag(tdm_ship_boat_lsa$sk^-1) %*% t(tdm_ship_boat_lsa$tk) %*% q!
# estrazione del vettore del doc d2 da LSA (seconda riga matrice dk)  
d2=tdm_ship_boat_lsa$dk[2,]!
# VISUALIZZAZIONE della posizione della query q2 e della relativa etichetta  
# nel grafico LSA dei termini e doc; font=2 per il grassetto  
points(t(q2) %*% diag(tdm_ship_boat_lsa$sk), pch=25, col="seagreen")        
text(t(q2) %*% diag(tdm_ship_boat_lsa$sk),labels="QUERY”,font=2,cex=0.7,pos=2, col=”green")!




# Restituisce termini simili a "boat” in ordine decrescente di similarità  
# coseno fino a 0.5 " ocean 0.91, ship 0.81 anche se nessun doc contiene  
# entrambi i termini boat e ship  
associate(tdm_ship_boat_lsa_terms, "boat", threshold = 0.5)!
# Nello matrice originale termini-doc lo stesso comando restituisce solo  
# ocean 0.71  
associate(tdm_ship_boat_lsa_terms, "boat", threshold = 0.5) !
# Come sopra ma con "tree”" wood 0.75, ma nessun risultato nella matrice orig.     
associate(tdm_ship_boat_lsa_terms, "tree", threshold = 0.5)!
 !
!
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